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Abstract

This paper describes ongoing work toward a remote
robotics research site which allows repeatable remote
experimentation on multiple mobile robots. Our system consists of ten small mobile robots hosting onboard Unix workstations. The robots provide facilities
for sensing and moving obstacles, inter-robot positioning and communications, and user input. The Unix
workstations allow the user to control the robots using common languages in a familiar environment, while
also providing an interface to mass-market peripherals
(secondary storage and vision), network access (telnet,
FTP, mail, and HTTP), and robust multi-tasking. We
believe that this work provides a foundation for future
e orts toward new paradigms for remote research and
user interaction with taskable hardware (e.g., colonies
of application-speci c robots). We envision applications in such domains as agriculture, environmental
monitoring, and deep-space exploration.

1 Motivations

The UCLA Commotion (Cooperative Motion) Laboratory seeks new theories of cooperative task-solving,
grounded in the eld of robotics. One major goal of
this research is to eld colonies of robots at remote
locations. These robots will be used to collect data,
perform experiments, etc. They will be used by a wide
variety of people including scientists, engineers, educators, and students.
We have identi ed several key problems that must
be addressed. Among these are: communication between the experimenter and the remote colony, the remote tasking of robots, and the e ective presentation
of information to the user.
To address these problems, we have put together a
robotic resource that will be made available to quali ed users on the Internet within the next several
months. Our resource consists of ten R3 research
robots from IS Robotics, Inc., with added network connections, and is not currently duplicated anywhere in
the world. We would enjoy sharing this infrastructure
resource with other researchers and educators. In return, we expect to improve our understanding of how
such resources can be shared and tasked.
We feel that the existing information superhighway infrastructure provides an ideal backbone for this
project. While the information superhighway has
demonstrated its use in the interactive sharing of information, our plan will add new capability by allowing
control of and communication with physical, taskable
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resources. This technology will be enabling for such diverse purposes as: remote scienti c investigation, continued widespread availability and a ordability of scienti c equipment, development of more rigorous standards for scienti c discourse in highly experimental engineering disciplines, and Internet-based K-12 and undergraduate education. To help explain these visions
for the future we describe three core ideas: taskable
machines, colonies of taskable machines, and remote
science.

1.1 Taskable Machines

A taskable machine is an application-speci c robot
designed to achieve only a narrow range of tasks within
a restricted domain. The concept of a taskable machine is in direct contrast to that of a universal robot
that possesses a wide range of capabilities. Since a
taskable machine need not be functional in all possible
environments and situations, the usual objectives of
universal intelligence, massive computation, and powerful sensing can be deferred until necessary underlying technologies have matured. For robotics, the
taskable machine concept is enabling: decades of effort toward universal robots have met with disappointment, while recent years have seen signi cant successes
in application-speci c robotic technology (particularly
for defense [3], medicine [15, 32] and household applications [9]). 1
Even though taskable machines are restricted in
their application, their control is non-trivial. When
a resource is constrained by its environment or its
use (e.g., an agricultural pump or the Hubble space
telescope), users seem to require little more than a
scheduling interface. However, many scheduling problems are intractable, and the operation of remote hardware { particularly for sensing { entails challenging optimizations. 2 When mobility and unstructured environments are involved (e.g., a rover on Mars or on the
ocean oor), there are even more challenging issues of
operator interface, resource allocation, real-time feedback, and semi-autonomy. Software that acts as an
autonomous safety net might be required to maintain
system integrity when the network imposes communi1 One analogy would be the contrast between applicationspeci c integrated circuits (ASICs) such as controllers or DSP
chips, and general-purpose microprocessors. While we view
taskable machinesas task-speci c, other researcherssuch as Horswill [20] consider the notion of environment-speci c robots.
2 As examples: (1) Power and bandwidth limitations to
telemetry may require intelligent image analysis before downlink
from the sensing hardware. (2) Time delays and uncertainty in
uplink of operator controls (e.g., to a deep-space probe via radio, or to a mobile robot via an unreliable link in the Internet)
may require intelligent partitioning of control between the taskable machine and its remote operator. Cf. [1] for an overview
of intelligent scheduling.

cation delays. 3 ).

1.2 Colonies of Taskable Machines

Since each taskable machine has limited scope,
achieving exibility and sophisticated capability requires groups, or colonies, of taskable machines [2, 11].
In other words, future task-solving robotic systems will
be made up of colonies of taskable machines that collectively achieve a wide range of tasks. Other motivations for robot colonies include:
 Building and using several simple taskable machines can be easier, cheaper, more exible and
more fault-tolerant than building a single universal robot to accomplish all possible tasks.4
 Tasks may be inherently too complex for a single
robot to accomplish, or performance bene ts can
be gained from using multiple robots. A population of cooperating taskable machines is less limited by spatial and temporal constraints: certain
problem classes are provably beyond the capability of a monolithic robot, essentially because a
single robot cannot be spatially distributed (that
is, in two places at the same time).
 Colonies of taskable robots are of independent research interest since their development may shed
light on elds spanning the social sciences (organization theory, economics), life sciences (theoretical biology, animal ethology) and cognitive sciences (psychology, learning, arti cial intelligence).
Historically, implementationof robotic colonies may
have been viewed as strictly more dicult than implementation of a single robot. However, restricting
robotic colonies to be composed of simpler applicationspeci c robots can compensate for the added complexity of coordination. [16] gives example application domains. In recent years, works such as [31, 35] have established frameworks for task decomposition and control in multiple-robot systems. Several of these have
been implemented using real robots (see [13] for a detailed survey).

1.3 Remote Science

In the future, educators and experimental scientists
will be able to work with remote colonies of taskable
machines via a \remote science" paradigm that allows:
 Spatial decoupling of experimenters and their experiments. This allows: (i) multiple users in different locations to share collaboratively a single
physical resource (cf. notions of virtual \collaboratories" [41]), and (ii) enhanced productivity
through reduced travel time, enabling one experimenter to participate in multiple, geographically
distributed experiments.
 Sharing of expensive physical resources. In a climate of \big science" and constrained budgets,
shared operation of scienti c hardware is the only
3 See [8], which describes a safety net for mobile robots based
on potential elds, and uses the term \teleautonomy". Other
useful references are contained in the substantial literatures on
teleoperation and telerobotics.
4 Note that: (1) A single robot translates to a single point
of system failure. (2) Taskable machines by their nature do not
require the riskier leading-edge technology needed by universal
robots. (3) A system of multiple robots can provide graceful
degradation under failures.





mechanism that can enable widespread availability and a ordability of such equipment. Remote
science helps level the playing eld for researchers
constrained by location or budget.
Evolution of more rigorous standards for scienti c discourse. Particularly in experimental engineering disciplines such as robotics, descriptions
of experimental protocols can be vague, leading to
irreproducibility of results. We believe that any
mechanism for remote science transparently enforces experiment reproducibility since the remote
researcher must completely specify his experiment
prior to submitting it for remote execution.5
Improved access of K-12 and undergraduate educators to leading-edge pedagogical material (cf.
[26]). Again, an Internet-based remote science infrastructure will provide the means to escape from
geographical and nancial constraints. User interfaces built using HTML or similar graphical
formats will facilitate access by casual or naive
users.6

2 Toward an Implementation

The current state of our project, described in Section 3 below, makes ten mobile robots available for
experimentation over the Internet. This is of interest given recent levels of activity in cooperative mobile robotics [13]. We provide the remote researcher
with (i) access to a colony of near-leading edge research robots, (ii) software and hardware extensions
to enable wireless networking and programmability in
high-level languages, and (iii) infrastructure for remote
experimentation. Thus, our project truly essays experimental remote science.
For present lessons to be more applicable to future
e orts, and for relevance to \real science", we have centered on themes of mobility, autonomy, and remoteness
in evaluating potential testbeds. Currently, we anticipate two future project phases which lead to unstructured outdoor environments and applications such as
remote exploration, geological and botanical sampling,
and ecosystem monitoring.7 The three project phases,
and their relationships to each other, may be summarized below.
Phase One (in progress) provides an indoor experimental facility allowing users from cooperating institutions to log in and control our robotic colony via a
World-Wide Web (WWW, or Web) interface. Here,
we believe users will focus on research issues in cooperative mobile robotics. Initial functionality includes
a full Unix development environment (X, gcc, Emacs,
gdb, etc.), Web interface, simple scripting capability,
robot control via a shared-memory architecture, and
full Internet connectivity (TCP/IP, SMTP, FTP, etc.).
5 Sensing, actuation, program and video traces which comprise feedback to the remote experimenter will at the same time
provide back-annotation of the experimental protocol.
6 Public policy considerations must also be addressed, e..g.,
how should access to a space telescope be prioritized between
a local researcher and a remote researcher, between a school
assembly and a Ph.D. student's experiment, etc.?
7 We are not as interested in a \remote undergraduate biology or chemistry laboratory" (cf. [28]). Requirements such as
manipulation, machine vision, safe operation in human environments, etc., dominate such a concept; these are not so dominant
in the distributed sensing, monitoring, and exploration tasks
that we envision for colonies of mobile taskable machines.

Phase Two will introduce behaviors (i.e., task primitives, high-level tasks) into the colony via a layered
control approach. Of highest priority are behaviors
which preserve the safety and integrity of the colony
(see [29] as well as the discussion of requirements and
implementation issues in the remainder of this section). This \safety net" will provide protection against
errant or harmful user programs, against hardware
failures and power loss, etc. At the same time, the
robot arena will be enhanced with hardware to allow
manipulation of large obstacles, thus a ording more
complex experimental environments and the removal
of failed robots. Given this increased exibility and
programmability, the sophistication of experiment design will increase; we will provide more extensive data
logging (sensing, actuation, variable-resolution or ltered on-board video), and experiment pro les. Finally, the interface will improve, following the development of HTML3 and other Web facilities.
Phase Three will eld equipment in an outdoor setting, using heterogeneous (legged or possibly aerial)
robot platforms which are almost fully autonomous.
Experiments will last on the order of days to weeks,
and will be run remotely over the Internet. Science
(e.g., botany, soil science, and atmospheric chemistry)
will be performed, with task complexity hopefully on
the order of that achievable by the JPL Path nder
Mars rover [23]. We believe that an important bene t
will be near-continuous, close-in monitoring for regions
in which human access is too costly.
Throughout, our system will support rigorous scienti c experimentation by enforcing well-de ned experimental protocols via its interface. Note also that
our Phase Three does not entail teleoperation or telepresence; such approaches are inappropriate for reasons
including network failure and the high cost of continuous human operation. Rather, our goal is to extend the
robots' sensing and manipulation capabilities to optimize information gathering and delivery to the user.
The remainder of this section lists functional requirements for our system and contrasts them with capabilities a orded by existing e orts.

or exploration), as well as for reconstruction and
analysis of the scienti c experiment itself. For the
former, on-board data storage is required along
with possibly intelligent data/image processing
prior to downlink in power- or bandwidth-limited
scenarios. For the latter, low-level sensor and
actuator traces, and perhaps (compressed, lowsample rate) video and program traces should be
archived for eventual transmission to the remote
experimenter.


Real-time response is required since the robots



Communication must be sucient for the

2.1 System Requirements

A taskable robotic system for remote experimentation has the following requirements for mobility, sensing, and data logging, real-time response, communication, user interface, and programming support.
 Mobility implies the following technical problems. (i) Energy. Mobile robots must carry their
own energy sources or must derive their energy
from the environment using, e.g., solar cells. If
the robots are dependent on an external source of
energy, then they must be able to navigate safely
to a refueling station when necessary. (ii) Location. To exploit maps of the environment, or to
navigate to prescribed sites, robots must determine their positions; possibilities include di erential Global Positioning System (absolute coordinates), beacon system (relative coordinates), or
landmark-based navigation (in unstructured environments). Robots must also be able to determine locations of other objects relative to their
own frame of reference. (iii) Collision avoidance. Robots must detect both static and moving
objects in the environment and execute avoidance
algorithms.
 Data logging must be sucient for the scienti c application at hand (e.g., remote monitoring





are mobile in possibly hazardous environments.
On-board requirements include a fast CPU and
an approximation of real-time preemptive multitasking. Remote user requirements include lowresolution feedback of sensing and actuation (possibly including some form of video feedback).
Since such feedback has multiple sources with
varying bandwidth requirements, exibility in the
spatial or temporal resolution of the feedback
streams must also be possible.
agents in the robot colony to coordinate their actions. There is a tradeo among communication
bandwidth, sensing and processing, in that communication can be achieved implicitly by monitoring other robots, by sensing the e ects of other
robots' actions, or most directly through explicit
messages that are transmitted over some communication channel [13]. If robots are able to model
other robots (i.e., beliefs, states, goals, etc.), then
communication requirements will be correspondingly decreased. For our purposes, standard wireless networking technologies provide the necessary
bandwidth and exibility in topology. Communication must also enable telemetry (uplink of operator control and downlink of scienti c data). As
noted above, real-time downlink might include behavioral state and low-level sensory data. If video
feedback is desired, it will dominate the downlink
requirement and bandwidth on the order of hundreds of Kbps will be necessary.
The user interface must provide facilities for
user validation and acquisition of the taskable resource, program submission, experiment registration, experiment setup (i.e., to achieve repeatably a prescribed initial con guration of robots
and obstacles), on-line control of the experiment,
viewing of near real-time feedback (e.g., the lowresolution video and sensor traces noted above),
and receiving/viewing of the experimental data
(e.g., in the form of a report). Additionally, tutorial facilities may be o ered. For universal accessibility, the interface should be graphical and
Web-based.

Programming support should be on at least

three levels: Level 1 allows interpreted, immediate execution; Level 2 allows scripts of Level 1
instructions; and Level 3 a ords high-level language support and access to hardware via an application programmer's interface (API). Simulation facilities can speed experiment design and
programming, as well as o -load demands on the
actual robotic resource when the user community is large. Particularly, with sophisticated experiments that require Level 3 support, the API

Figure 1: The UCLA/ISR R3+ robot.
should allow both scripting capability and lowlevel access to the robots.8 An ideal solution
would be Unix-based with a standard mechatronic
interface [34] to low-level control of the robot.
Such an approach would leverage the mature
Unix development environment, a ording scripting and rapid prototyping capabilities, while retaining low-level hooks into the hardware.

2.2 Contrasts With Previous Work

Clearly, our goal of implementing Web-accessible
autonomous mobile robots entails solving many problems. A brief digression into an operating systems
analogy points out transferable techniques and enables a more tractable picture of the system design.
First, the shell provides a user interface through which
users submit commands and receive responses from
the system. Basically, the shell provides user registration, user login, utilities such as job submission commands/languages, data logging commands/languages,
commands \who" and \talk" to facilitate collaboration. The shell also provides a programming environment (compiler, simulator, and debugger). Second, the
kernel schedules resources9 and implements the shell
commands. Thus, the kernel is responsible for such
system aspects as: (i) communication between entities,
(ii) sharing, scheduling and partitioning of resources,
(iii) the safety net, (iv) maintaining information about
users (e.g., to enforce di erent levels of access), and (v)
security10 .
8 For example, [21] showed that by using a Web interface, it
is possible to make robotics applications widely accessible by
appropriately abstracting the interface. On the other hand, [18]
showed that low-level real-time control can also be achieved over
the Internet.
9 For users, resources include actuation, sensing, computation
and communication capabilities of the taskable hardware, which
form the basis for the remote experiment. For the taskable hardware, resources include space, communications media, etc. and
engender many resource-con ict issues.
10 By \security", we mean \protection", i.e., \a mechanism
for controlling the access of programs, processes or users to the

With this in mind, even a minimal realization of our
system must accomplish the following four steps: (i)
realize remote operation of taskable machines, (ii) add
programmability, (iii) add multiplicity and autonomy,
and (iv) add collaborative remote experiment capability.
Regarding remote operation of taskable robots (our
step one), the eld of telerobotics has a 50-year history
[38] and is a form of resource sharing. When we add
the goal of Web-accessibility, relevant previous works
include the following.11
 The Mercury project at USC [19, 21] consists
of a robot manipulator moving above a section
of earth known to contain artifacts. There is a
downward-pointing camera attached to the distal
end of the robot arm. By clicking on an image
or buttons on the Web page, users can make the
robot move along the X-Y axes and the camera
along the Z axis. In real-time operation, GIF images of the camera view are updated on the Web
page, and a session is logged as an MPEG movie;
resource de ned by a [computer] system" [39].
11 Other Web applications include: (1) Net-frog [28] uses
QuickTime movies to demonstrate dissections in the frog
anatomy. Users use a mouse to practice dissection on still images of frog; the program monitors and noti es the users if, e.g.,
they try to cut at the wrong place. (2) The Monterey BayNet
project [12] establishes the backbone for multiple educational
initiatives and research projects. ATM, Frame Relay, and ISDN
networks are interconnected, with the Multicast Backbone [40]
and World-Wide Web providing tools for complete connectivity to a wide variety of existing information sources. Ongoing
projects include the live exploration of Monterey Canyon using
a deep-sea remotely-operated vehicle, and a \virtual telescope"
interface to astronomical data at The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy (MIRA). (3) The NERO project [26] is an
ongoing multiple-institution e ort in Oregon to create a virtual
classroom, i.e., collaborative research and teaching among the
memberinstitutionsand with industrialsites. ATM provides the
basic network technology. Collaborative tools, distance learning
and real-time control applications such as robotics and ight
simulators are some of the research areas.

the only sensory data is the energy level. This
project has been decommissioned since March 31,
1995.
The Australia's Telerobot On The Web project
at the University of Western Australia [24] challenges users to control the parallel-jaw grippers of
a six-axis manipulator to pick up blocks on a table. Through a ll-out form, users can submit desired (X,Y,Z) coordinates, and roll,pitch,yaw actions. A xed camera gives a side view of the
arena, and the image is updated when the user
command is submitted and executed.
The Bradford Robotic Telescope [14, 25] allows
users to work either in batch mode12 or in realtime mode. The user describes what he wishes
to observe and the telescope moves accordingly.
One of the strong features of this project is the
good implementation of user access control: users
must register, login (passwords can be changed
via e-mail), and submit jobs. Furthermore, jobs
are prioritized; only those with highest priority
are allowed real-time control of the telescope.

sites, and a friendly
user interface like Onika would
be equally useful.14
We know of no works that address the last two
steps { multiplicity, autonomy, and collaboration { of
our minimal system realization. Certainly, computersupported collaborative design [41] and \Virtual Environment" e orts15 are well-developed research elds,
and it is possible that techniques from those elds
will allow collaborative remote experiment capability
to be built on top of realizations of the rst three steps
above.

All three of these projects a ord remote manipulation of taskable hardware through a Web interface. In
this sense, they have demonstrated the feasibility of
certain basic aspects of our project plan. However, in
each of these projects there is only one piece of taskable
hardware (the Mercury project uses an IBM manipulator, the UWA project uses an ASEA industrial robot,
and the Telescope project uses a telescope interfaced
to PCs); hence, issues of multiplicity and autonomy do
not arise. Furthermore, since there is no programmability involved, neither programming environment nor
data logging is an issue in these projects.
Regarding adding programmability (our step two),
the most signi cant work we know of is the Onika
project at Carnegie-Mellon University [18], which supposedly provides a \virtual laboratory / virtual factory".

Based on previous experience, we believe that the
R3 is well suited to the project requirements outlined
in section 2. However, two caveats apply: (i) they
have no interface to the Internet, and (ii) they have
insucient GPS resolution (i.e., the measured spatial
resolution of the R3's original GPS subsystem was 10
cm with a time resolution of 5 seconds).
As initially con gured, the R3 is a small, autonomous mobile robot about 30 cm both in diameter
and in height (see Figure 1). Computational requirements are satis ed by 68332 and 68HC11 microcontrollers. The R3 runs the Venus operating system [27]
and runs user programs in 1MB of non-volatile RAM.
The sensor array of the robot includes infrared proximity sensors, bump sensors, shaft encoders, power
status indicators, and a user input panel. The robot
moves using a di erential drive and can manipulate objects using a force-sensing gripper subsystem. Power is
supplied by rechargeable NiCad batteries. The robot
has the capability to detect low power conditions and
recharge under software control when attached to an
external power source.







Onika is an interface to a real-time operating system called Chimera which supports reusable realtime software. Through Chimera, reusable software modules downloaded from other sites can be
immediatelyassembled. Onika's contributions are
(i) an iconic interface for linking software modules
(basically, like an object manager in an objectoriented environment), (ii) the ability to follow
hyperlinks to retrieve remote software modules13,
and (iii) display of video and other information at
run time. In a demonstration, remote and local
software modules for controlling a Puma manipulator were linked and executed using the Onika
interface, with real-time video of the Puma shown
on the interface.

For our purposes, something similar to the Chimera
operating system would be able to provide a good
software development environment for collaborating
12 I.e., submitting a job and receiving an image result { sometimes days later.
13 Because network delays are relatively long and unpredictable, the remote software modules are rst downloaded automatically by Onika, then the whole program executes on the
machine where all modules reside.

3 Current System

The system is now in the early stages of implementation and it is called the W3R3 Project. Ten R3
robots have previously been acquired and an 8 meter
x 7 meter arena has been set aside for remote experimentation. The following components are currently
in place: (i) IS Robotics R3 robots supplemented by
Unix workstations with Internet access, (ii) a Global
Positioning System, (iii) battery recharging support,
and (iv) a Web-based user interface. These features
are described in the following subsections.

3.1 Robot Platform

3.2 Computation Upgrade

A key aspect of our design is the on-board support
of standard Internet protocols (e.g., TCP/IP, FTP,
etc.). We examined several ways of modifying the R3
to accept network connections including direct modi cation of Venus. An alternative was to add another
14 The Onika interface is built on top of X-windows; it is not
as simple to achieve an iconic interface and real-time video using
existing Web facilities.
15 Various research works toward \Virtual Environments" and
"Virtual Reality" have already produced a number of software
packages, architectures, and operating systems. Two examples
are as follows: (i) The VEOS (Virtual Environment Operating
Shell) project [10], which is a management facility for generation of, interaction with and maintenance of virtual environments. An early demonstration in a blocks world allowed four
participants to independently navigate and manipulate movable
objects in a shared virtual space. (ii) The work of [30] allows informal collaboration by embedding an information retrieval tool
(Gopher) to a \text-based virtual reality" environment; this is
an example of merging computer-mediated conferencing and online information retrieval.

processor capable of running Unix, which supports
network communications natively and to write software that interfaces the two. In addition to satisfying
our original requirements, choosing the latter option
also allowed us to signi cantly upgrade the computational capability of the R3 and provide access to the
large base of Unix applications.
Therefore, our robots have been augmented with a
compact 486DX2-66 Unix workstation, based on the
PC/104 bus standard, with 4MB of RAM and .5GB
mass storage. The workstations run a variant of Unix
called Linux, for which source code is available, making kernel-level modi cations possible. This ability becomes important when device drivers have to be written for task-speci c sensors or actuators. The entire
workstation ts in a 12 cm cube that is secured to the
top of the R3.
The Unix workstation and the robot communicate
via virtual shared memory. By this, we mean that
no actual physical memory is shared; instead, we emulate shared memory with software that drives RS232 hardware linking the two computational resources.
The shared memory is logically implemented as les on
the Unix workstation that store the current values of
the robot's sensors and the current set points of the
robot's actuators. The update frequency between the
workstation and the R3 is currently 32 Hz.
The advantage of this le-based shared memory approach is that closed loop control of the robot can be
implemented as a high priority Unix process that reads
the sensors le, computes new actuator set points, and
then updates the actuators le. Since virtually all languages support some kind of le access, this system
provides nearly universal access to programming languages.

of 19.2 Kbps. Based on spread-spectrum technology,
the radio bandwidth is multiplexed over seven radio
channels. Each modem can select one of the channels
to transmit or receive data, but only four radio channels can be concurrently used in the same area. To
support more radio connections, each radio channel
can be further divided into 64K logical sub-channels.
Contention for the sub-channels is handled at the MAC
(medium access control) layer by using the CSMA/CA
(carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance)
protocol. However, due to the inherent delay caused
by CSMA/CA, throughput degrades as the number of
active sub-channels increases.
In our con guration, we have used the maximum of
four independent channels, statically assigning radio
modems to sub-channels to accommodate more than
four simultaneous connections. We are currently running PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol) on the wireless
links to provide TCP/IP functionality. The basestation therefore can communicate with the Unix workstation on-board each R3 by using any of the facilities
of the TCP/IP protocol suite. At the same time, the
basestation has an Ethernet connection to the Internet, which provides high bandwidth connectivity to
other Internet hosts.

3.3 Gobal Positioning System

The GPS consists of four overhead cameras with
slightly overlapping elds of view. The camera images
are digitized and processed to yield the position and
orientation of each robot and of obstacles in the environment, with updates occurring at 30 Hz with a
spatial resolution of about 3 cm. The system allows
queries of the robot's own position, of other robots'
positions, and of obstacles' positions. To provide this
information to processes running on the robots, sockets are used to transfer data from the o -board vision
processing workstation to the robots local lesystems.

3.4 Recharging

Battery recharging support is accomplished by
\feeding trough" technology. When a robot needs
to recharge, it proceeds to a wall on one side of the
arena where two parallel horizontal plates maintain
enough potential to drive the robot's recharging circuitry. Physically, the robot's grippers have contacts
above and below that are positioned so that the ngers
can be inserted between the parallel plates to allow
recharging. This allows the current system to run inde nitely. With power-conscious safety net software,
robots can interrupt the current experiment under low
power conditions and recharge before completing the
experiment.

3.5 Communication

The communication between basestation and each
R3 is discussed as follows in terms of OSI layers.
At the physical layer, a pair of Proxim radio
modems is dedicated as a wireless serial link between
each R3 and its basestation. The link can be viewed
logically as a standard RS-232 cable, with a data rate

Figure 2: Part of the Web page.

3.6 User Interface

On the basestation, an NCSA HTTP server runs
and provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to the
mobile robots.
In order for the users to interact e ectively with the
mobile robots in the lab, it is necessary that the GUI
must support the following capabilities: (i) submission of basic commands, e.g., Forward, RaiseGripperLift, (ii) viewing of actuator and sensor states, and (iii)
submission of program les. In addition, the following
are highly desirable: (iv) video of the lab overview,
and (v) real-time animation of sensory readings.
We implement our GUI based on Web facilities
(i.e. HTTP, HTTP server, Common Gateway Interface, HTML, and Web browser). Web facilities are
chosen as the implementation language since (i) Web
facilities are widely available and therefore maximize

the accessibility of our system, and (ii) Web facilities
are rapidly evolving so that in the near future we will
be able to implement our entire GUI based only on
Web facilities. Figure 2 shows part of the current Web
page.
Since the current Web facilities cannot support all
the features needed for our interface,16 we use a hybrid
approach for now, and plan to replace non-Web-based
parts as Web facilities improve.
The GUI can be divided into 3 parts: (i) registration/login, (ii) programming, and (iii) display.
The registration/login part is performed in a manner similar to the Bradford telescope project. We are
adding new capabilities for users to schedule experiment time slots with our lab.
Programming is supported at di erent levels:
 At Level 1, users can set the state and value of
actuators on a particular R3.
 At Level 2, users can program in a script language to make an R3 to do simple tasks like moving in the gure of a square. A script is composed of lines with the format <command timeinterval>. Commands currently implemented include Forward, Backward, FastForward, FastReverse, TurnLeft, TurnRight, Pause, RaiseGripperLift, and LowerGripperLift.
 At Level 3, users can submit a program to the
basestation, and get possible error messages back
on a Web page. Since there is no Web facility
for uploading les to an HTTP server, users must
e-mail the program. Additionally, very trusted
users can simply telnet into the basestation.
The display part of the GUI transmits video and
sensory data in semi real-time. In the current setup,
we send video stream via a video conferencing tool
called nv (NetVideo) [17]. This requires that the client
has nv capability, and is therefore restrictive. Sensory
data are plotted and displayed in primitive animation
using Netscape's server push method. Finally, the user
can request that the complete log of sensory readings
be sent to him/her via e-mail.

4 Summary

We have described ongoing work toward a remote
robotics research site which allows repeatable remote
experimentation on multiple mobile robots. Our system consists of multiple mobile robots hosting onboard Unix workstations, and approximates the Phase
One functionality described in Section 2 above. As we
move toward the ability to conduct \real science" via
networked, remote colonies of taskable robots, we envision applications in such domains as agriculture, environmental monitoring, and deep-space exploration.
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